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Overview 

Target Audience 

This online webinar is designed for Risk Managers, Actuaries,

Underwriters, Reinsurance Managers, CFO’s and insurance

professionals who are interested in the risk appetite and its

applications.

The webinar will be delivered in English Language.

The concept of “risk appetite” is fundamental to ERM frameworks and

are often deemed as assisting organisations in avoiding excessive risk

taking. However, the principle of insurance business is per definition to

take risks, and therefore embedding it into business decisions is key to

implementing strategy effectively. Risk appetite is defined to be “the

level of exposure an organization is willing to take” in pursuit of

strategic objectives, according to the ISO 31000:2018 ERM standard.

So how can exposure be measured such that it is aligned with our

strategic objectives?

This session will consist of two parts: a recap of how risk appetite

frameworks can be setup and how an economic view of risk can assist

in making your risk appetite value adding for business.
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Introduction 10:00 am – 10:10 am 
Abdelfattah Chami 
Chief Underwriting Officer  
Saudi Re

Session I Risk Appetite Framework  10:10 am – 10:40 am

Ahmad Al-Qarishi,
Chief Risk Officer & Chief 
Actuary
Saudi Re

Session II Economic Capital 10:50 am – 11:35 am

Idelia Hoberg, Associate
Partner - Financial Services
Risk
EY

Q&A  11:35 am – 12:00 pm

Program
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Speakers

Abdelfattah Chami
Chief Underwriting Officer
Saudi Re

Abdelfattah Chami is the Chief Underwriting Officer who joined Saudi Re in 2018. Abdefatah is a well-known 
reinsurance professional, and has more than 20 years of experience in the technical and underwriting field. As 
Chief Underwriting Officer, Abdelfattah is responsible for embedding risk appetite into the underwriting 
processes to ensure alignment with the strategic objectives.

During his technically intensive career, he assumed different senior roles with key market players like Hannover 
Re Germany and Gulf Re Dubai, U.A.E. 

Abdelfattah holds a diploma in insurance from the German Institute for Economics, Institut fuer Wirtschaft. 

Idelia re-joined EY in 2018 and is based in the Johannesburg office in South Africa. She leads the Financial Service Risk 
Management team, which is part of the Financial Services Risk domain. Prior to this she worked in Europe for 9 years, 
mainly at Allianz Group and EY Germany/ Switzerland, focusing on the implementation of ERM frameworks and Solvency 
II at insurance groups. 

Idelia is a UK-qualified Actuary (FIA) and a Chartered Enterprise Risk Actuary (CERA). Her expertise ranges from ERM 
topics, such as risk governance, internal controls, stress testing, scenario testing and capital allocation to quantitative risk
measures including regulatory capital (standard and internal model) and economic capital. She also has extensive 
experience in developing and embedding capital steering metrics, such as Return on Risk Capital, in order to enable 
product risk management, product re-structuring, risk transfer and capital optimisation. Idelia is a frequent speaker on 
topics related to risk and capital management at insurance and actuarial industry events. She runs the Insurance CRO 
Forum in South Africa and regularly conducts surveys across the industry on risk related topics. She is part of the Actuarial
Society of South Africa’s ERM Committee, she is the vice-chair of the Recovery and Resolution Planning Working Party and 
she is a member of the Association of South African Black Actuarial Professionals’ Actuarial Women’s Committee. 

Idelia Hoberg,
Associate Partner -
Financial Services Risk
EY

Ahmad Al-Qarishi is heading the Risk Management and Actuarial Services function at Saudi Re. As Chief Risk Officer 
and Chief Actuary, Ahmad is responsible for managing the risk management framework for Saudi Re as well the 
actuarial activities, Reserving, Capital Modelling and Pricing. 

Prior to joining Saudi Re in 2014, Ahmad spent over 10 years working for Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority (SAMA).
His roles at SAMA covered supervising the financial sector in Saudi Arabia under different positions in the Banking
Inspection department and the Insurance Supervision department.

Ahmad has a Bachelor Degree of Science in Mathematics from King Saud University, Saudi Arabia and a Master 
Degree of Arts in Actuarial Science from Ball State University, Indiana, USA. He is a Fellow of Society of Actuaries 
(FSA), USA

Ahmad Al-Qarishi, FSA
Chief Risk Officer &
Chief Actuary
Saudi Re
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About Saudi Re

 The only reinsurer licensed in Saudi Arabia and
operates under the supervision of the Saudi Arabian
Monetary Authority (SAMA).

 Offers treaty and facultative reinsurance solutions in
property, engineering, liability, motor, health and life
business.

 Operates in more than 40 countries in the Middle
East, Asian, Africa and Lloyd’s market.

 Rated A3 by Moody’s.

www.Saudi-re.com
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